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Opportunities in the Western Atlas

H igh in the Western Atlas lies the 'Lost World' Tichka plateau. It is
not so much a plateau as the hollow head of the Oued (river) Nfis, its

many joining streams coming together in meadows yellow with thousands
of tiny hoop-petticoat daffodils - a magic sort of place, made doubly so by
its rim of peaks whose outer edges fall in cliffs or steep valleys for thousands
of feet. The peaks carry snow till well into spring and make an improbable
backcloth to the romantic walled city of Taroudant in the Souss plain, just
50 miles inland from Agadir.

The Oued Nfis which drains this special place runs through evergreen
oak forest, granite gorges, romantic villages and thuya forest down to
Ijoukak on the Marrakech-Tizi n' Test-Taroudant road, then wends on,
eastwards still, for another 20 miles to Ouirgane where eventually it breaks
out onto the Haouz plain, west of Marrakech. Looking south from
Marrakech the view is to Jbel Toubkal, 4167m, the highest summit in North
Africa. A party of us who have roamed all these areas fulfilled a dream
and made a ten-day trek from the Tichka plateau to Toubkal.

Though I had been wandering about the Atlas ranges for over 20 years I
was late in discovering the special qualities of the Western Atlas. (Every
one heads for the Toubkal massif, as they do for Snowdon or Ben Nevis or
Mont Blanc.) Aziz, a mountain man working in Taroudant, kept saying I
must go up with him and see the Tichka plateau and its approach valleys.
Eventually I did - and have been back every year for the last decade. I have
a permanent base with Mohammed and his family above Imlil, the nascent
'Chamonix' of the Atlas.

In 1991 a party of us, primarily looking for mountain flowers (far more
dangerous than climbing!), made the first descent of the Nfis with local
Berbers. They didn't know if mules could get through, so it was quite an
adventure for them; but if the Nfis 'went' then a Tichka to Toubkal super
walk would be a practical reality. The following year it was proved so 
and great fun, for the activity itself, the superb scenery, and the lively lads
who carried our gear on the six mules, cooked tasty local dishes for us,
baked bread on hot stones, provided ceilidhs at the nightly b9nfires and
generally enlivened every mile of the way. We were thoroughly spoilt! In
return we gave Aziz and his assistant Ali their first days of tuition with
crampons and ice axes. We were also training two of them as guides; for
Aziz and Mohammed were keen to organise treks for smallgroups of British
- a modest economical input, not mass exploitation. Not another Toubkal!
They were also determined to respect the local traditions and culture, and
all junk carried in is carried out. Since the idea for such a project came
from them, I became a willing partner in its implementation.
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These people were wonderful to work with: Aziz with his charming
kids; Ali, young and keen, a born mountaineer; Hussein, the big, jovial,
efficient cook; young Mustapha on his fIrst assignment; Mustapha's old
father whose house we lived in at Tagmout. We shopped in the local souk
(market), used local muleteers and made many local contacts. It was a
great joy and a great privilege to meet such people.

We flew to Marrakech and then drove to Taroudant over the Tizi-n-Test
road, thus bisecting the walking route at one place. This was historically
Goundafa (Lords of the Atlas) country and of the reforming 12th century
Berber Almohad dynasty, which ended with an empire stretching from the
Sahara through half of Spain, begun by the Oued NfIs.

From drizzly London to supper under the stars on a square in Taroudant
is quite a contrast; and so was the approach to the mountains next day.
This was a fIve-hour haul by camionette (Pick-up), starting in argan and
palm country and ending among green terraces, flowers, and walnuts in
new leaf. A traditional meal (and mint tea) in a traditional house dis
placed London even further!

The Upper Medlawa must be one ljf the most beautiful mountain valleys
anywhere: an amazing greenness set among basically desert mountains
ringed with stark peaks. Starting from Tagmout, the morning walk was
shady but in the afternoon we ground our way up endless zigzags to the
Tizi n' Targa (c292Om), the fIrst pass onto the top end of the Tichka pla
teau. A band of snow gave the mules some trouble. A week earlier the tizi
(pass) would have been impossible. That day and the next were spent
'Mumo-bagging': climbing several of the 3000m peaks on the plateau rim
and being mightily impressed at the rock and mixed climbing that lies un
tried so far. Imaradene, 3351m, was the highest but Ras Moulay Ali, 3349m,
and the ridge westwards ('The Ridge of a Hundred Peaks') offered alpine
opportunities we could not tackle then.

Bitter, unseasonable winds made life diffIcult for the less well equipped
Berbers (we're slowly scrounging gear for them - contributions welcome!)
so we walked right down the plateau the next day for a delectable riverside
camp in the Tiziatin forest where the barren backcloth is given a soft pile of
evergreen oak. A mixture of forest and granite gorges took us a day's march
to the fIrst village, Agadir, where our muleteers provided a fantastic enter
tainment that had the whole village crowding courtyard and rooftops to
enjoy the music and dancing. In contrast, the day after linked village after
village of local architectural interest, crowded with shy, beautiful children
and women in colourful garments. We swam too and stayed overnight at
Souk Sebt ('the Saturday market village') before thuya and juniper forest
eventually led us to a village near the Tizi n' Test road. Here Aziz's muleteers
turned for home in the Medlawa and Mohammed's muleteers were wait
ing for the rest of the trek to Imlil and Toubkal.

A day by the enlarged river NfIs took us to Ijoukak, a posting stage on
the motor road, where the always different, always good eating was main
tained. Hussein provided tagines (slow-cooked casserole-like dishes) with
tasty fresh vegetables, spices, herbs and some meat or side dish. We took
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along plenty of dried fruits too. Moroccan food is a topic in itself. An
other treat was a small hammam (sauna), which removed the dust and sweat
of days.

A series of splendid passes under the snowy vastness of Tazharhart led
us to Imlil and Mohammed's house. A whole day was spent regaining all
the height we had lost, to the Tizi n' Iguidi, c2150m, and a bivouac by the
first torrent beyond. Big, spacious country led to the Tizi n' Ouarhou and
a descent into gorges again for a camp by the river. The Tizi Mzic, 2489m,
leads directly over to Imlil (1670m) and is the real ending but we explored
an alternative further north, trackless and rough, descending from the Tizi
Oudite at 2219m. Mohammed's house overlooks Imlil- a welcome g'ite
with showers and lights provided by solar panels.

We went up to the slum of the Neltner hut (3200m). People were sleep
ing on and under the table and the exterior surrounds were hardly pleas
ant. We arrived with a thunderstorm. There was no way novices Aziz and
Ali could cope with the conditions, so most of us (having been up Toubkal
already) came back down. By setting off at 1.30am, the keen were able to
crampon all the way up and stood on the top of North Africa to watch the
dawn: the dream climax end to a dream trek.

To compress the Tichka to Toubkal trek description as I have done gives
it a simplistic flavour perhaps. The country itself is tough and complex,
maps near-impossible to obtain, while coping with transport and buying
food offers a minefield for the uninitiated. Morocco is a fantastic cultural
shock. Because of our contacts with Aziz, Ali, Hussein, Mohammed and
the rest, it was as memorable an experience as any we had known - and,
between us, our party had ranged over most of the mountain areas of the
world. These are the intangibles that make something special.

Aziz and Mohammed now hope to offer their services in organising simi
lar treks for English-speaking groups only. It seems a long way from the
time Aziz interrupted my work (writing) at Taroudant with his plea 'Come
and see my country!' From his dream has evolved this joint venture.

Anyone interested in making this Tichka to Toubkal trek is welcome to get in touch.
The best times to go are May, June, September, October. The Tichka plateau is
worth visiting at any time, offering winter climbing from February to April and
rock-climbing all the year round. Aziz, in Taroudant, can tailor superb below-the
snowline wanderings in spring and autumn. Mohammed can do the same at the
Imlil- Toubkal end. I can sometimes help with supplying maps, now virtually
unobtainable.

Useful addresses:
Hamish Brown, Atlas Mountains Information Services (AMIS), 21 Carlin Craig,
Kinghom, Fife KY3 9RX. TeI0592-890422. Please send SAE.
Tali Abd el Aziz, B.P 132, Taroudant, Morocco. TeI010-212-885-3501
Aft Idir Mohammed, BP 26, Asni, par Marrakech, Morrocco
Hotel Ali, rue Moulay Ismail, Marrakech, Morrocco. TeI01O-212-04-449-79
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